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“The Material Word:  
Letterpress in the 21st Century” 

July Experience 2019: Terminology Handout 
Dr. Andrew Rippeon, Davidson College 

 
Type terminology: 
 Face vs. font 
  A typeface is the design. 
  A type font is how the design is packaged and received.  With letterpress  

in particular, a font comes in the mail in a specific point-size, and 
consists of a package of sorts specified by number (i.e. how many 
of each sort there are in the font) that the user has to distribute into 
a California case before composing into a form.   

 
Point: a vertical measure applied to type; roughly 1/72nd of an inch (i.e. 72 points  

= 1 inch; 12 points = 1/6th of an inch). 
 

Baseline: the imaginary line on which a line of type rests. 
 
Cap-Height: the imaginary line the tallest characters/capitals reach. 
 
x-height: the distance from the baseline to the top of the lower-case “x;” this  

varies from typeface to typeface. 
 
 Ascender: portions of a character that rise above the x-height. 
 
 Descender: portions of a character that extend below the baseline. 

 

 
 
Sort:  physical piece of type (origin of the expression “out of sorts”). 
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Anatomy: 

 
 
 
 Type high: distance from the foot to the face of a sort; standardized at .918.”  
 
 
Composition terminology and tools: 

Composition vs Distribution 
 Composing  type is the act of selecting the proper sorts and setting them  

in the proper order in a composing stick as one prepares a form.   
Distribution is the act of returning the sorts to their proper place in the  
typecase. 

 
Leading: Thin lengths of lead used to separate lines of type in a form; increasing  

or decreasing the amount of this material increases or decreases spacing 
between lines. 

 
Spacing: Small pieces of lead, copper, or brass used to adjust spacing within a  

line of type.   
 
Furniture: Wood or sometimes metal bars in precisely calibrated lengths and  

thicknesses; used to fill large spaces in and around a form. 
 

Form: The completed arrangement of type, leading, spacing, and furniture.  
 
Galley: A metal tray used to carry a form to the bed of the press.  This term  

lingers in the publishing world to this day: when authors submit 
manuscripts to the press, the publisher will send them “galley proofs.”  
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This was traditionally the last chance the author had to make changes as 
their work stood in a galley, just prior to being printed. 

 
California Case: A wooden tray used for storing and organizing type;  

historically, there were separate cases for “majuscule” and “miniscule” 
sorts; the majuscules were kept above the miniscules, giving rise to the 
terms we now know: “upper case” (majuscule) and “lower case” 
(miniscule).  
 

 
 
 

Composing Stick: A tool used for organizing the type one wants to set; it  
functions as a mini tray or shelf for the form one is composing. 
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Printing terminology: 
 Relief Printing is a process in which ink is applied directly to a raised surface  

(type, woodcut, or other); that ink is then transferred by means of pressure to a 
printing substrate (usually paper) to produce an image (text, illustration, etc.). 
  
“Kiss”: term used by letterpress printers to describe complete transfer of printed  
image from the relief surface to the print substrate without noticeable  
indentation into the paper. 
 
“Bite”: the result of heavy pressure during printing, leaving a noticeable  
indentation in the surface of the paper and (in extreme cases) on the reverse of 
the sheet. 
 

Press terminology: 
Press Anatomy 
Model #4 
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**We have two presses in the lab: a Vandercook #4, and a Vandercook #3.  They are 
functionally identical, except that the #4 is electric and has an on/off switch that 
controls an ink drum (not pictured above).  The #3 has a small “rider roller” that serves 
the same purpose, and is hand-operated rather than electrical.  The #3 also lacks the 
gripper pedal; the grippers are opened by rolling the crank forward approx. 3” and then 
returning them to the feed-board to close them on the sheet to be printed.**   
   
To operate: 

When the form is locked in place, check the bed for obstructions. 
Trip the press to ink the form. 
Shift the press into “Print.” 

 Register your sheet by using the gripper bar and paper guide. 
 Double check that the press is in “Print.” 

Operate the press by rolling the crank clockwise for the full length of the  
printstroke. 

At the end of the printstroke, retrieve the print (or have someone retrieve it for  
you).  Return the ink cylinder to the feed board (known as “closing the press”). 
Check the print: Ink? Paper-handling? Registration?   

 Repeat. 
 
Book terminology: 

Incunabula: term applied to books printed in the first 50 years of moveable type 
and the Gutenberg press (from 1450 to 1500); the term means “in the cradle” and 
implies the “infancy” of printing (singular is “incunabulum”).  
 
Codex: the most recognizable form of the book today, consisting of stacks of  
pages bound on one edge, affixing that edge to a harder spine, and protecting 
the front and back with hard covers.  The stack of pages is called the text block, 
and the open edge is called the fore edge. The term “codex” comes from the 
Latin caudex, “block of wood,” and derives from the fact that the earliest codices 
were encased in wooden covers 
 
Broadside: flat sheet of paper printed on one side; may describe anything from  
posters and notices to announcements; because of the relative ease of printing on 
a single side, this form was commonly used for ephemeral or disposable items.  
Today, a common form of the contemporary broadside is the literary broadside 
that prints a short text (usually poetry) alongside an image 

  
Artist’s Book: a book in which all aspects of the production have been integrated  
into a single practice to produce a unified aesthetic effect; these are often unique 
or extremely limited in edition; often, all aspects of the book—from the 
text/content to the printing and binding—have been conceived, controlled, and 
executed by the same person or small group of people. 
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Some basis book anatomy:  
 

 
    
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


